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see Full Spectrum, a showcase of the collaboration between the handbag designer Piecco Pang and the painter Antoinette Wysocki, highlighting
their mutual love for fashion, function and art. Opens today, 7pm, Pro Art Gallery, Palm Strip Shopping Mall, Jumeirah Beach Road, Dubai,
www.proartuae.com

start collecting art with the affordable prices from Gulf Photo Plus's new initiative, GPP Limited.
Thirty-eight high-quality, limited edition images are currently available, including this one by
Ashkan Shafaati. Prints start at Dh375, www.gulfphotoplus.com/limited

recycle your shiny pink GlamBox, the monthly beauty products package available by
subscription, and enjoy free beauty treats and tips. From 10am-6pm, Seattle Coffee, Dubai Media
City, www.glambox.me

attend the Mompreneur Meet-Up to network and learn effective business strategies from
speakers including Hala Badri of du and Salma Mohamed of Google. From 6.30-8.30pm, Dh85,
women only, Al Mahara Ballroom, Dubai Ladies Club, RSVP at mama@momsouq.com

join a bikram yoga class with Rawr Yoga and enjoy a workout for your body and mind in this
combination of fat burning cardio, deep breathing and strength training. Starts at 7pm, Dh50
adults, Dh35 for children under 16 accompanied by an adult, The Archive, Safa Park, Dubai,
register at vcunningham5@googlemail.com

efortini@thenational.ae

To find out more about events taking place in the UAE see our listings page.

 Follow us @LifeNationalUAE

Follow us on Facebook for discussions, entertainment, reviews, wellness and news.

Full Spectrum is a collaboration between the handbag designer Piecco Pang and the painter
Antoinette Wysocki. Courtesy Pro Art Gallery

Five things to do today: See handbags become art or join a Bikram yoga class
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